Laser Ultra 1 Tent
This tent won the lightest double-wall shelter in the world in
2011! Can sleep two for adventure races.
Sleeps: 1
Season Rating Spec: Adventure Racing
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Minimum Weight: 0.495Kg (1lb 1oz)
Packed Weight: 0.58Kg (1lb 4oz)
Pitch Time (estimate): 5 mins
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 1
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together
Packed Weight: 550g excluding bags
Packed Size: 35x8cm,
Flysheet: ULTRA fabric 10000mm,
Floor: ULTRA fabric 10000mm,
Poles: 7.55mm Scandium Alloy,
Pegs: 12 x 1g Titanium,
Support rods: 2x Carbon fibre Poles,
Guylines: 4 x Reflective with Clamcleats,
Compatible with Terra Nova FASTPACK system (fastpack weight: 385g)
Note: * The minimum weight on the Laser Ultra 1 does not include the carbon poles. To
achieve the minimum weight you need to use an extended guy line.
NOTE: This product is made from our superlight and strong waterproof ULTRA fabric. The
lightweight nature of this fabric can cause unique patterns and inconsistency in its colour and
shade. This is perfectly normal and does not aff ect the performance of the product in any
way. Also, due to the super light nature of the material used in the tents construction we are
unable to factory seal the seams, in a conventional method. However they are positioned and
sewn in a way that minimises water penetration and it's possible to add further protection
yourself, with seam sealer, to fully waterproof the tent. A free black pole cover (tied on) is
also supplied with the Laser tents to fully waterproof the main seam, add stability, protect the
zip and add extra protection to the most exposed part of the tent to UV damage.

£800.00 RRP

Stub Code:
43LU100

Description
New model in Spring 2011 using our brand new 'ULTRA' fabric.
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD.The Laser Ultra 1 has been awarded the Guinness World Record for the lightest double wall shelter in the
world! With an incredibly low weight this model is ideal for adventure racers who are looking for the ultimate in low weight tents. It's tiny pack
size means it fits in most panniers.
The Laser Ultra 1 is compatible with the Terra Nova FASTPACK system, allowing those who want to trim weight further when conditions
permit, to use the flysheet and the fastpack groundsheet which is available separately. Suitable for adventure racing and ultra light
backpacking. Suitable for 1 person, or two people at a squeeze. Supplied with this Laser tent you will get an extra black pole hood and guy
lines. This is sometimes already attached to the tent or supplied in an extra mesh stuff sack. The benefit to using this is that it offers greater
weather and UV protection on the main pole seam along with increased stability.

